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CHAPTER I

PROBLEM

The purpose of this study is twofold:
1.

To investigate the reported conclusions of

several experiments in the area of concept attainment that
have utilized the Hovland (1952) information processing
model;
2.

To explore implications of the above model, spe-

cifically those pertaining to subjects concept attainment
performance over successive presentation of different concepts derived from the same experimental universe.
Hovland's (1952) information processing model
describes negative and positive information transmission
modes which may be utilized in providing subjects with
information about a concept.

Negative information about a

concept is information which is relayed to subjects by
examples containing some combination of attributes of the
experimental universe which are not a part of the concept to
be attained.
concept.

That is, exclusive of attributes of the correct

When the negative instances of a concept derived

from an experimental universe are viewed, the information
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necessary to eliminate all possible hypotheses except the
correct one is perceptually available.

The characteristics

of the concept proper are not perceptually available under
the above conditions.

Positive instances are examples that

include attributes or combinations of characteristics of the
concept.
Surplus information refers to information about
various characteristics of the universe which are not part
of the correct concept or its complement, and is, therefore,
irrelevant to the task at hand.

This sort of information

is unavoidably transmitted in presentations of instances
containing attributes not included in the concept of
interest.
In two well-known studies of concept attainment, by
Smoke (1932, 1933), the results indicated that subjects are
equally facilitated in the attainment of a concept if they
are presented with positive or mixed positive and negative
instances of the attributes involved in the concept.

In one

study Smoke (1932) reported that the presentation of all
negative instances was relatively ineffective.

He attri-

buted the difficulties associated with learning a concept
from all negative instances to subject confusion induced by
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successive presentations of the stimulus figures or examples.
factor.

Thus, there was the suggestion of a possible memory
In another study, utilizing simultaneous presenta-

tions, Smoke (1933) found negative instances useful when
combined with positive instances and suggested that they
aided the learning process by reducing the subjects'
tendencies towards "snap-judgments", which the subjects displayed when all positive instances were presented.
Hovland '(1952) questioned the efficacy of Smoke's
conclusions, inasmuch as Smoke had no way of determining or
equating the amount of information transmitted to the subjects by the positive or negative instances.

Consequently,

it could not be concluded that it was more difficult for
subjects to learn from negative instances, i.e., one of the
information transmission forms may have carried less information about the concept.

Hovland's criticisms led him to

devise a model which enables an experimenter to quantitatively derive and equate the amount of information conveyed
by positive or negative instances.

Hovland's (1952) model

essentially involves a hypothesis elimination process in
which each example, positive or negative, of the correct
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concept logically eliminates a determinable number of
hypotheses with the last necessary instance eliminating all
remaining hypotheses except the correct one.
One condition for the use of Hovland's (1952) model
is that the subjects are made aware of all the characteristics of the experimental universe, i.e., the dimensions
and values.

An experimental universe is limited in size by

the number of dimensions contained in it.

A dimension is

defined as a specific class containing any number of
characteristics or values.

When these conditions are known

a determinable number of logical hypotheses may be formed
about any concept derived from the experimental universe.
Subjects are given a description of the universe and are
told the number of dimensions and values relevant to the
selected concept.

An assumption is made that the reasoning

process will approximate the logical norm in concept
attainment.
The above terms can be exemplified by a universe
made up of geometrical figures and colors.
sion or attribute of the universe.

Each is a dimen-

Circles and rectangles

would be two possible values of the geometrical figures'
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dimension and white and blue possible values of the color
dimension.
An example of Hovland's (1952) approach may be shown
by utilizing the above two dimension universe in the
following way.
values.

Each dimension has the same number of

The first dimension is (A) color, with the values

A1 white and A blue.
2

The other dimension is (B) geometri-

cal figure (shape) with the values B1 circle and B2
rectangle.

The combined dimensions, each having two values,

would yield the following stimulus possibilities:

A1 B1

(white circle), A1 B2 (white square), A2 B1 (blue circle),
A B (blue circle).
2 2

Thus, there are four possible stimulus

examples in this small universe, i.e.,
(3) A2 B1 ,

(1) A1 B1 ,

(2) A1 B2 ,

(4) A2 B2 , or, more easily, the number of possible

values for the ith dimension to the power of the total number of dimensions (2 2 ).
To use Hovland's (1952) model experimentally, the
task to be performed by the subjects is to be outlined in a
manner such that the subjects are aware of:
number of dimensions in the universe,

(1) the total

(2) the number of

values for each dimension, and (3) the number of dimensions
and values relevant to the concept to be attained.
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Empirically this has meant that the experimenter would
inform the subjects that there are two dimensions in the
universe, that each has two values, that the correct concept
includes one or both dimensions, and that it consists of one
or two values of the relevant dimension(s).

The nature of

the dimensions and values would also be given.
When these conditions exist, it is possible for the
experimenter to determine the maximum number of hypotheses
which may be formed about the correct concept.

Each suc-

cessively presented example of the concept then eliminates
a determinable number of the possible hypotheses until,
after the last required example, all but the correct
hypothesis has been eliminated.
For example, again using the previously described
universe with "circles" as the correct concept.

One dimen-

sion (geometrical figures) of the two is relevant to the
correct concept and one value (circle) of that relevant
dimension is the correct concept.

There would be two ways

in which the relevant dimension could be chosen.

This

operation is reflected by the combination 2C1 (dimensions
A, B).

When the relevant dimension is determined, there are

two ways of choosing the correct value and this is shown by
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the combination 2cl.

The combination for dimensions times

the combination for values will then yield the number of
possible hypotheses about the correct concept.
case, it is four (2 x 2

= 4).

In this

When these values are known

to an experimenter the exact number of hypotheses which can
logically be eliminated by either a positive or negative
example can be calculated.

These calculations allow the

experimenter to equate information transmission by either
positive or negative instances and study the form of transmission independent of the amount of information transmitted.
Hovland and Weiss (1953) proceeded to conduct an
experiment utilizing the model.

Subjects learned conjunc-

tive concepts either by successive instances of positive
instances, negative instances, or combined negative-positive
(both orders) instances.

Most experiments in the area of

concept attainment have dealt with conjunctive concepts.
A conjunctive concept is a condition in which only one of
several possible concepts is correct, i.e., A1 but not A ,
2
A1 and B1 but not A2 and B1 •

Another type of concept rarely

included in concept attainment experiments is disjunctive
in nature.

That is, a condition in which either A and B
1
1

or A and B1 are equally correct.
2

8

Hovland and Weiss'

(1953) results indicated that the

condition of positive-instance presentations had the greatest facilitative effect on conjunctive concept attainment.
The combined negative-positive presentation situations were
of intermediate facilitation midway between all positive
and all negative.

The experimenters also compared the

relative effectiveness of successive and simultaneous presentations of instances.

The results indicated that simul-

taneous presentations of either negative or positive
instances were more facilitative of concept attainment than
were successive presentations.

With simultaneous presenta-

tions of negative instances subjects often attained the
concept as well as subjects receiving positive instances.
In a later study Cahill and Hovland (1960) found that
subjects do assimilate perceptually available negative
instance information but become less prone to utilize early
stimulus instance implications with each successive instance
presentation.

The resultant curve approximates a linear

forgetting curve as instances are added.
Hovland and Weiss (1953) emphasized a parallel
between perceptual and cognitive functions in that when
positive instances of a concept are presented, all the
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characteristics of the concept are available in terms of a
well-defined structure.

When negative instances are pre-

sented, however, there is a lack of this structure and
Hovland and Weiss assert that negative instances are positive instances of what the concept is not, implying that a
perceptual structure of the concept is a necessary condition
for effective concept attainment.
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) also suggest
something of this nature as they say there may be a psychological unwillingness to use negative instances.

That is,

the subjects use negative instances to make up positive
instances as a sort of "in the head" transformation which
tends to reduce cognitive strain.
Donaldson (1959) designed an experiment to test
Bruner's et. al.,

(1956) contention.

Her subjects were

required to construct a problem to match an answer which
they had been given.

The subjects could select, from a

relevant array of information, either positive or negative
pieces of information.

They were given considerable extra

credit if they selected negative information.
did support Bruner's et. al.,

The results

(1956) assumption of a pos-

sible unwillingness on the part of the subject to use
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negative instances in that they were hesitant to use them,
but there was no evidence that this was due to "in the
head" transformations because subjects requesting negative
information used them appropriately in the negative form.
Hovland and Weiss (1953) also suggested that the
number of dimensions in the universe may influence the
effectiveness of negative instances in that as the number of
dimensions increase negative instances become less facilitative of concept attainment.
In another experiment investigating the effectiveness
of positive and negative instances, Huttenlocher (1962)
utilized an eight dimension universe.

When equal informa-

tion was transmitted by equal numbers of negative or positive instances, subjects trying to attain a concept having
one dimension relevant attained most efficiently with all
positive instances or when a positive instance was preceded
by a negative one.

Negative instances were found to be

least facilitative of concept attainment.
are consistent with Hovland and Weiss'

These findings

(1953) suggestion

that the number of dimensions in the experimental universe
is an important factor in negative instance concept
attainment.
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There are two essential differences in the designs
of the two studies, however:

(1) The correct concept for

both experiments consisted of one value for relevant dimensions.

However, Huttenlocher used an eight dimension

universe with each dimension containing two values and only
one dimension relevant to the correct concept.

Hovland and

Weiss used smaller universes with only three and four
dimensions each.

The dimensions each had two or three

values and the concepts always involved more than one dimension.

(2) When Hovland and Weiss presented either negative

or positive instances simultaneously, the facilitory effects
of negative instances equaled positive instances in most
cases.

Huttenlocher used successive presentations of

instances.

In the latter cases Hovland and Weiss also found

negative instances less facilitative even with the smaller
universes.

Further comparisons of the two studies show that

Huttenlocher's subjects had eight ways of selecting one
relevant dimension (8Cl) while Hovland and Weiss' had either
three or four ways of selecting two relevant dimensions.
is clear that the correct concept Huttenlocher utilized

It
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would be expected to be more difficult.

The subjects were

obviously not dealing with simple concepts as implied in the
experiment.
Since the essential task involves a determination of
the values that form the correct concept, the interaction
between the total number of ways of selecting those and the
more gross task of determining the relevant dimensions may
have more bearing on concept attainment than number of dimensions.

Huttenlocher (1962) interprets her results as

suggestive that subjects learn and retain the concept
characteristics of the initial instance regardless of the
form of presentation, then proceed to note irrelevant
characteristics in subsequent instances.

When one dimension

is relevant to the correct concept and each dimension contains two values and the concept information may be
presented in two instances, either positive or negative,
Huttenlocher outlined the following conditions.

If subjects:

(a) learn the contents of initial instances, and (b) note
dimensions on the final instance that have changed value,
then the following steps may be relevant to determining the
correct concept:
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1.

No change in sign (positive or negative) of the

two necessary instances means the changed dimension is
irrelevant.
2.

The remaining dimension (in one of its values)

is the answer.
3.

If the second instance is positive its value is

the concept.
4.

If the second instance is negative the other

value of the dimension is the concept.
The design of Huttenlocher's (1962) experiment
involved an experimental universe with eight dimensions,
each with two values.
one relevant dimension.

The correct concept was one value of
Under these conditions the total

positive or negative instances is two.

The initial instance,

positive or negative, eliminates half of the total possible
hypotheses.

This means that the group receiving both

positive examples proceeds through steps l, 2, and 3 above
while the group receiving both negative examples must
proceed through all four steps.

Huttenlocher's reasoning

necessitates the prediction that negative instances would
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be less effective under any conditions in which only two
instances, positive or negative, were necessary and the
initial one of each eliminated half of the total hypotheses.
Freibergs and Tulving (1961) compared the concept
attainment performance curves of subjects over a series of
twenty concepts.

One group received all negative instances

concepts and the other group all positive instance concepts.
The twenty concepts were derived from a three dimension
universe with four values within each dimension.

The con-

cept attainment performance of both groups was equal at the
end of the twenty concept series.

Practice with negative

instances apparently enables subjects to utilize negative
information equally as well as positive information.
Even though Hovland and Weiss (1953) suggest that a
major experimental task is to investigate the variables'
associated with the non-facilitory effects of negative
instances on concept attainment, the evidence reported by
Freibergs and Tulving (1961) indicates that subjects can,
with practice, accommodate and utilize apparently difficult
forms, i.e., negative information.
If subjects receiving negative examples of the
correct concept are utilizing them in a non-facilitory way,
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i.e., transforming them to positives as suggested by
Hovland and Weiss (1953) and Bruner et. al.,

(1956) the sub-

jects may be forming logical concepts even though they were
not the correct concepts.

It would be expected that if

these transformations, in a second concept learning task,
become the correct concept the previous transformations
would be facilitative to learning the second concept.

The

second concept would be derived from the negative examples
of the initial concept.

It is suggested, in accordance

with Hovland (1952), Hovland and Weiss (1953), and Bruner,
et. al.,

(1956), that the negative instance information

involved in learning an initial concept is transformed to
positive information.

The assumption is made that as the

negative information is transformed to positive it is made
orderly, perceptually or otherwise.

Consequently, various

other concepts contained in initial concept negative information are formed but may be irrelevant to the correct
initial concept.

The effects of the proposed structuring

should be detectable as facilitative to attainment of the
second concept.
It is clear that the evidence concerning the ineffectiveness of all negative instance presentations is somewhat
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conflictive and no studies directly testing Hovland and
Weiss' 1953 findings have been reported in the literature.
Studies concerned with Hovland's model (Huttenlocher, 1962;
Hovland and Weiss, 1953; Bruner et. al., 1956), have indicated that when negative instances are used in relatively
complex concepts there is little question that predictions
of their ineffectiveness, in comparison with positive
instances, are supported.

Other evidence,

(Donaldson, 1959;

Freibergs and Tulving, 1961), has only indirectly supported
Hovland, i.e., the prime variable tested was not a prediction made from Hovland's model.

Rather, most experimenters

have assumed Hovland and Weiss' results.
and Weiss'

Even in Hovland

(1953) study, however, the results were conflic-

tive when two out of three negative instance groups performed equally with positive instance groups.
Despite such limitations, textbook authors regularly
report the ineffectiveness of negative instances as a widely
supported principle.

Sanford (1965) writes, "It has been

shown that we learn concepts more readily from positive than
from negative instances, from exposure to information about
what something is rather than information about what is
not."
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Geldard (1962) says " • • . positive instances are
much better guides in concept attainment &ban are negative
instance SJ."
Such authors have ignored cautions inherent in
Hovland's (1952) model as well as in inconclusive evidence
available.

The model, as it stands, is primarily a tool

used to derive the amount of information conveyed by positive and negative instances of a concept derived from a
limited experimental universe.

It is assumed that an

experimenter using the model has no interests in the other
possible concepts contained in the universe.

The interest

is exclusively concentrated on the initial concept to be
learned by the subjects.

Hovland (1952) further cautions

that when a greater number of negative instances are
necessary to transmit the same amount of information as a
few positive instances "

• . the negative instances convey

a greater total amount of information than the .

posi-

tive, even if the surplus information is irrelevant for the
present task."

It is also true, though not dictated by

Hovland's model, that in general more negative than positive
instances are necessary to convey the same amount of
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information about typical concepts, and, consequently, more
surplus information accompanies the concept when it is
conveyed by negative instances.
It seems highly unlikely that anyone ever learns one
concept from a set and then is never called upon to derive
further concepts from it.

For example, in the set referred

to as "animals" there are numerous concepts to be derived.
While it may be expedient, pragmatic, and effective to
teach one derived concept, e.g., dogs, via information conveyed by positive instances, there is no evidence that this
would facilitate the learning of another concept derived
from the same set--e.g., horses.

It may be, in terms of

possible perceptual constructions or otherwise, that a
subject would benefit, as suggested previously, from the
greater total, i.e., surplus--information transmitted via
negative instances.

This condition may facilitate the

learning of further concepts derived from the same universe
or set particularly of positive perceptual and/or symbolic
structuring is taking place with the negative examples.
The present experiment explored the tenuousness of
some of the conditions mentioned.

One possibility was that

subjects receiving negative-instance surplus information in
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the learning of an initial concept would benefit from having
obtained the surplus information if required to learn
another concept derived from that initial concept surplus
information.

The subjects should have reflected a facili-

tory effect since some preliminary structuring of the previously unuseable surplus information and relationships
contained therein would have been completed.
The effectiveness of negative instances in the initial
concept attainment may not then be independent of the surplus information conveyed along with them.

If it is inde-

pendent as suggested by Hovland's (1952) model, then no
detectable effect should have been reflected in the subjects'
attainment of the second concept.

More specifically, in the

learning of the initial concept Hovland's model discards
surplus information conveyed with the negative instances as
having any effect on a concept formation task.

If surplus

information has no effect, then it follows that subjects
asked to attain subsequent concepts made up of the surplus
information will not utilize it.
The design of this experiment also included a direct
replication of Hovland and Weiss'

(1953) design.

The

implications and predictions from the previously described
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Huttenlocher (1962) study were explored.

Rather than

limiting the experiment to concepts that were conjunctive in
nature, exploration of the effects of the discussed
variables on the formation of disjunctive concepts was
included.

CHAPTER II

METHOD

A major variable this experiment was designed to
explore was the effects of negative instance surplus information on concept attainment.

Subjects were asked to learn

a concept derived from the negative instance surplus information of a previously learned concept.
variables examined were,

Two additional

(1) the relative effects of nega-

tive and positive instances on the attainment of a concept
derived from the simplest universe utilizable with Hovland's
model (1952) and (2) the relative effects of negative and
positive instances on the attainment of a concept derived
from a universe replicating the one used by Hovland and
Weiss ( 1953) .
Two independent experiments were done.

The condi-

tions for both were approximately the same except that the
second study included an additional group of subjects to
serve as a control group.
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Subjects

The first sample consisted of 206 students at Central
Washington State College who were registered in nine different upper division undergraduate classes during summer
quarter, 1965.
1965 group.

This group will herein be referred to as the

The second sample consisted of 235 students at

Central Washington State College, Pacific Lutheran
University, and Yakima Valley College who were registered in
ten different introductory psychology classes during spring
quarter, 1966.

The latter group will herein be referred to

as the 1966 group.

The classes in each of the groups were

randomly assigned to one of the experimental conditions as
listed in Table 1 below.

Experimental conditions were the

same for each of the two general groups over treatments
except that a tenth group was added to the 1966 group as a
counterbalance control for the simple universe I concepts,
and all subjects in the 1966 group were allowed 5 more
seconds to view each stimulus card.
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Table 1
Group by Group Treatment Schedule

Information Transmission Modes Over Groups
Universe I
Two Dimensions,
Two Values Each

N
Group 1965 1966

Conjunctive
Sample Concepts
First
Second

Universe II
Four Dimensions,
Two Values Each
Disjunctive
Conjunctive
ExperiExperimental
mental
Concepts
Concept
Initial
Test
Test

A

33

15

Positive Negative Positive Positive

----

B

27

24

Positive Negative Positive Negative

----

c

35

24

Positive Negative Negative Negative

----

D

17

20

Positive Negative Negative Positive

----

*E

12

28

Positive Negative

*F

18

25

Positive Negative

G

22

26

H

28

*I
**J

-------

Negative

-------

Positive Negative Positive

----

Positive

27

Positive Negative Negative

Positive

14

27

Positive Negative

----

-

22

Negative Positive

----

----------

Positive

*

Control groups

**

Counterbalance control for universe I concept.

Positive

----
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The second (1966) group was utilized because the 1965
group generally did not perform as well as did subjects in
previously reported studies utilizing similar universes.

A

plausible source of this difference was that the subjects in
the 1965 group were either upper division students or
teachers taking summer classes while subjects in the
reported studies were college freshmen.

The second group

(1966) consisted mostly of college freshmen at the colleges
mentioned.

Apparatus

Four Weigl-type sample universe stimulus cards,
5 by 7 inches white unlined, and sixteen Weigl-type experimental universe stimulus cards, 7 by 11 inches white
unlined, each having appropriate characteristics of the
respective universes printed on it were utilized.

Two cork

display boards, one 32 by 48 inches and the other, 28 by
48 inches, were constructed.

The larger board was used to

display the appropriate stimulus cards.

The smaller one to

display a printed (one inch block letters) description of
the experimental universe and information as to the number
of dimensions and values of each that were relevant to the
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concept that was to be learned.

A chronometer for the

experimenter and a five page 4 by 4 inches blank page test
booklet for each subject were used.

Symbols and Formulae

The symbols and formulae used in setting up the basic
treatments in this experiment are as follows:

=

the separate dimensions

D

=

total number of dimensions

d

= total

A, B, C.

Vi

= the

number of relevant dimensions

number of possible values for

dimensions i
vi

= number

(i =A, B, C . . . )

of correct values for

dimension i
I

= Total

possible instances

I
Ip

= Number

= VD

of positive instances (Total)
Ip = (vd)

Mp

=

(vD-d)

Minimum number of positive instances required to
convey correct concept information
Mp

=

v + 1
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In

= Number

of negative instances (Total)
In

Mn

=

=I

- Ip

Minimum number of negative instances required to
convey correct concept information
Mn

=

V -

(v-1)

d

Note: Mn is only an approximation and in many cases a
correction factor is needed for Mn to be consistent
with an empirical check. The correction factor
suggested by Hovland (1952) is to multiply the
equation by Log. D
Log. (V + 1)
In this experiment empirical determinations of Mn
were made.
The symbols and formulae are adapted from Hovland
(1952).

Experimental Universes

Experimental Universe I
Experimental universe I consisted of two dimensions,
each with two values as follows:
Dimension (A) flowers

(or shape) with the value (1)

daisies and (2) tulips.
Dimension (B) color with the values (1) yellow and
(2) green.
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The stimulus card figures were approximately 4 by 4
inches on 5 by 7 inches white unlined cards with the
daisies represented by a one-dimensional water color drawing depicting eight 2 inch petals arranged equally around a
2 inch center.

The tulips were a one-dimension water color

drawing of a tulip, i.e.,

"ti .

The total number of possible

instances (I) for universe I was four

(2 2 ) •

Experimental Universe II
Experimental universe II consisted of four dimensions, each with two values, as follows:
Dimension (A) size (of figure) with the values (1)
large (4") and (2) small (2");
Dimension (B) shape (geometrical) with the values (1)
square and (2) triangle;
Dimension (C) number (of figures per card) with the
values (1) single and (2) double;
Dimension (D) color (of figures) with the values (1)
black and (2) red.
The stimulus card figures were approximately 4 by 4
inches on 7 by 11 inches unlined cards.

Red water color and
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black India ink was used to fill in the figures.

The total

number of instances (I) in experimental universe II was
sixteen (2 4 ) .

Experimental Concepts

Experimental Universe I Concept
The Universe I concept was utilized as a sample to
introduce all subjects to the experimental task.

The

information needed to logically form the sample concept was
conveyed first by positive and then by negative instances to
all groups, except Group J, prior to the experimental tests.
Group J received information in counterbalance order, i.e.,
negative - positive.

The sample concept was Yellow, or

Yellow Flowers (objects) •

When this concept is derived from

the previously described universe I, the following conditions exist:

I

=

4, Ip

=

2, Mp

(verified by empirical check) .
shown in Table 2.

=

2, In

=

2, and Mn

=

2

Experimental universe I is
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Table 2
Experimental Universe I

Dimensions

A.

B.

Values

1.

Daisies

2.

Tulips

1.

Yellow

2.

Green

Flowers (shape)

Color

Assume, for example, that the correct concept is B1 .
The total number of instances (I) are:
A2 B2 •

A1 B1 , A1 B2 , A2 B1 ,

The positive instances (Ip =Mp) are A1 B1 and A2 B1.

The negative instances (In =Mn) are A1B2 and A2B2.

Experimental Universe II Concepts
Experimental universe II (previously described from
which the initial and test concepts were derived is shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3
Experimental Universe II

Dimensions

A.

B.

c.

D.

Values

1.

Large

2.

Small

1.

Square

2.

Triangle

1.

Single

2.

Double

1.

Black

2.

Red

Size

Shape

Number

Color

Initial Concept.

The correct conjunctive initial

concept was Large-Squares-Double (A1 B1 c 2 ).
cept the following conditions exist:
In

=

14, Mn

=

I

=

With this con16, Ip

10 (verified by empirical check) .

number of instances (I) are:

=

2, Mp

=

The total

A1 B1 c 1 D1 , A1 B1 c 1 D2 , A1B1C 2 D1,

A1 B1c D2 , A1 B2C 1 D1 , A1 B2c 1 D2 , A1 B2c 2 D1 , A1 B2c 2 D2 , and
2

2,
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A2BlC1Dl, A2BlClD2, A2BlC2Dl, A2BlC2D2' A2B2C1Dl, A2B2ClD2'
A B2c 2 n1 , A2 B2c 2 n2 •
2

The positive instances (Ip =Mp) are

A1 B1c 2 n1 and A1 B1c 2 n2 •

The negative instances (In) are the

remaining combinations.

The minimum number of negative

instances (Mn) needed to convey the information necessary to
logically eliminate all possible hypotheses except the
correct one are all 14 negative instances (In) except the
following four:

A1 B2c 1 n2 , A2 B1 c 1 n2 , A2 B2c 1 n1 , A2 B2c 2 n2

(determined empirically) •

All 14 negative instances (In)

were presented to subjects however, so that it would be
possible to derive a more complex test concept than one
consisting of one value.

The latter is the only possibility

if Mn alone are used.

Test Concept-Conjunctive.

The correct test concept

used with Experimental Groups A through F was Single - Red
(objects of any size or shape) •
in Table 3 by

c 1 n2

This concept is represented

and is conjunctive in nature.

lowing conditions exist with this concept.

The fol-

I = 16, Ip = 4,

Mp = 2, In = 12, Mn = 5 (empirically determined).

The

positive and negative instances for this concept are
contained in the negative instance surplus information of
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the initial concept and were instances not seen by subjects
learning the initial concept via positive instances.
be seen Ip

As can

I Mp nor does In =Mn for the test concept.

The

minimum number of positive instances (Mp) are A2 B2c 1 n2 and
A1 B1c 1 n 2 •

The minimum number of negative instances (Mn) are

According to the literature, over half of the subjects
should have attained this concept via positive instances
with approximately 20 per cent attaining via negative
instances.

Test Concept-Disjunctive.

The test concept for

Groups G, H, and I was presented to the appropriate subjects
as disjunctive in nature and as having four relevant dimensions.

The correct concept involved one QE. the other values

of one relevant dimension and one value from each of the
other three relevant dimensions.
Small - Triangles - Single - Red.

The concept was Large or
When this concept is

derived from universe II as shown in Table 3 the following
conditions exist for positive instances:

Ip = Mp = 2 •

The
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instances of this concept were used as the use of negative
instances would have necessitated the use of redundant
information beyond the scope of this study.

Experimental Procedure

Each group of subjects, previously described, was
acquainted with the task by being asked to learn a sample
concept derived from universe I, first by positive instances
and then by negative instances, except for Group J which
received the sample instances in the counterbalanced order.
Each instance was successively presented to the subjects
and then placed on a display board where it remained in the
subjects' view.

At 15 second intervals (20 seconds for the

1966 group) a new example was presented.

After the last

instance was presented and 15 seconds (20 seconds for the
1966 group) had passed, the subjects were allowed· 20
seconds (30 seconds for the 1966 group) to record freehand
their determination of the correct concept in the five-page
answer booklets which had been distributed at the beginning
of the experimental session.

See Appendix I for the speci-

fic directions which were used for each group.
procedure was used for each concept presented.

The above

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The results of this experiment support the general
conclusions of the Hovland and Weiss (1953) study.

Negative

instances were found to be less facilitative of concept
attainment than positive instances when the concept was
derived from a multi-dimensioned universe.
Intergroup comparisons of concept attainment performance on the initial concept provided a direct replication
test for part of the study.

The initial concept was derived

from a four dimension universe in which each dimension contained two values.

One value from each of the three relevant

dimensions formed the correct concept.

Comparisons (Table 4)

of the number of subjects attaining the correct concept
indicate that negative instances are less facilitative to
concept attainment than are positive instances.

Table 4

also shows the results of the same comparisons when only
those subjects who attained the introductory sample concepts
are considered, i.e., 1966 only and 1965 only.
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Table 4
Comparison of Subjects in Combined Groups
Attaining the Correct Initial Concept With
All Negative Or All Positive
Sequences of Instances

Number of Subjects Attaining Initial Concept

Group*

Negative
Examples

Positive
Examples

x2

Px 2

1966*

14{N=69)

45 {N=65)

30.5754

P<'.001

l965*

28 {N=80)

56{N=82)

16.6692

P<.001

0..966**

12 {N=43)

30{N=39)

17.7531

P<.001

0..965**

22{N=59)

41 {N=59)

11.0338

P(.001

*

These general groups contain the combined results
from groups A, B, and G {all positive instances)
as compared with the combined results from groups
C, D, and H {all negative instances).

**

These groups consist only of those subjects who
attained one and/or both of the introductory
concepts.
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An additional variable this experiment was designed

to test was the effect of negative instance surplus information on the attainment of concepts.

The subjects' task was

to correctly identify a concept following exposure to
negative examples.

Immediately following this the subjects

were asked to learn another concept.

The latter concept was

derived from the negative instances of the initial concept.
The second concept had two relevant dimensions and
the initial had three.

Consequently, if any difference

obtained in the intergroup comparisons of the test concept
performance, and the same difference was not apparent in
the initial concept intergroup comparisons, a possible
contributing factor could be a difference in level of difficulty of the two concepts.

Thus, differences in performance

could not be attributed solely to effects of the negative
instances involved in the initial concept.
Table 5 shows the results of intergroup comparisons
indicating that there is no difference in the level of
difficulty between the two concepts.

Subject performance on

the initial concept was compared with control subject
performance on the second concept.

The control subjects had

not been exposed to the initial concept examples and the

Table 5
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct Initial or Test
Concept When It Was the First Concept to be Learned

Number of Subjects Attaining Concept

Initial
Concept
Groups

Positive Examples
I ControlTest
Concept
x2
Group

Px 2

Neqative Examples
ControlInitial
Test
Concept
Concept
2
Groups
Group
x

Px 2

A-11 (N=lS)

E-14(N=28)

1.3315

P).20

C-3 (N=24)

F-1 (N=25)

.3186 P) .50

B-17(N=24)

E-14(N=28)

1.5448

P).20

D-4(N=20)

F-1 (N=25)

1.4878 P).20

G-17(N=27)

E-14(N=28)

. 7 516

P).20

H-7(N=27)

F-l(N-25)

3.2574 P).05

w

-....]
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experimental test concept was the initial concept for the
control groups.

It is interesting to note that for both the

control and experimental group the number of different ways
of choosing the correct value within each relevant dimension
was constant (2Cl

= 2),

dimensions different.

with only the number of relevant
The Table 5 and all subsequent com-

parisons are based on the 1966 sample results.

The same

comparisons were completed for the 1965 sample and, except
where indicated, were found to be the same.
Table 6 shows the results of the same comparisons
given in Table 5 but with the initial concept groups combined.

Both analyses indicate no difference in the level of

task difficulty between the initial and test concepts.
An assumption of equality of task difficulty between

the two concepts can clearly be made.

A McNemar x 2 Test for

the Significance of Change was completed for each of the
experimental groups (Table 7).

A significant x

2

would indi-

cate that a significant number of subjects within a group
changed their performance from one treatment to the other.
Visual inspection indicates the direction of the change.
The significant changes occurring (Table 7) are attributable
to the difference in mode of information transmission.

Table 6
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct Initial or Test
Concept When It Was the First Concept to be Learned

Number of Subjects Attaining Concept
Positive Examples
Initial
ControlTest
Concept
Concept
Combined
2
Groups*
Grouo
x
45 (N=65)

E=l4(n=28)

2. 3464

Px

2

P).10

Neqative Examples
ControlInitial
Concept
Test
Combined
Concept
x2
Grouo
Grouos**
14(N=71)

F-1 (N=25)

Px

2

2.3753 P>.10

* Combined performance of all subjects in Groups A, B, and G (all
positive instances) •
** Combined performance of all subjects in Groups C, D, and H (all
negative instances) .
w

~

Table 7
McNemar x

2

Test for the Significance of Change Based Upon

the Number of Subjects Changing Performance
From One Concept to the Next

Group

Order and Mode of
Information Transmission
Initial Concept Test Concept

I

x.£.

Px2

Direction of Chanqe

1.00 P).30

Positive to Positive

A

Positive (n= 0) Positive (n= 1)

B

Positive (n=l 7) Negative (n= O) 15.06 P<:.OOl

c

Negative (n= 3) Negative (n= 3)

D

Negative

(n= O) Positive (n=lO)

.l6'j P).50
8.1

P(.01

Positive to Negative
Negative to Negative
Negative to Positive

.j::>

0
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The results reported in Table 7 were obtained by considering individual subject changes over the two concepts.
The proportion of subjects attaining each of the two concepts were graphically compared {Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4).
results of the latter comparisons parallel those of the
former.
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It is clear that subject changes in performance, from
first to second concept, were negligible, regardless of the
mode of information transmission involved in the initial
concept.

It is as if each concept is considered separately

with minimal effects from a preceding introduction to the
universe.
Intergroup comparisons of performance on the test
concept were completed and the results are shown in Tables 8
and 9.

When experimental group test concept performance is

compared with control group test concept performance there
is no difference when like information transmission modes
are utilized.

However, when groups with opposite informa-

tion transmission modes are compared the results indicate
(Table 8) that positive instances are more facilitative to
concept attainment than negative instance.
The results of intergroup comparisons of the experimental groups are shown in Table 9.

Again the results indi-

cate that the only significant differences in test concept
attainment are related to the mode of information transmission of the test concept cues apparently independently of
the initial concept performance.

Table 8
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct Test Concept
in Experimental and Control Groups
(Initial Concept Mode Indicated)
Experimental Groups Test Concept Performance Compared
to Control Groups Test Concept Performance
Experimental Group Information
Control Group InformaTransmission Mode and Order
tion Transmission Mode
Initial Concept
Test Concept
n
n
n
x2
Group
Mode
Attaininq
Mode
Attaininq Group
Attaininq
Mode
Px 2
E
Positive 14(N=28)
2.5295 P).10
A
Positive ll(N=l5)
Positive 12 (N=l5)
Neqative 1 (N=25)
F
21.3409 P.(. 001
Positive 14(N=28)
13.978 P<.OOl
E
Negative O(N=24)
Positive 17 (N=24)
B
Neaative 1 (N-25)
.0004 P>.98
F
E
Positive 14(N=28)
6.6425 P(.01
Negative 3(N=24)
Negative 3(N=24)
c
Neqative 1 (N=25)
.3186 P). 50
F
1.1853 P).20
E
Positive 14(N=28)
Positive 14(N=20)
D
Negative 4 (N=20)
Neqative 1 (N=25)
18.9113 P<.OOJ
F

of::.
(j\
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Table 9
Number of Subjects Attaining Correct Test Concept
(Information Transmission Modes for Initial Concept
and Test Concept Indicated)a

Number Attaining Correct Test Concept

Grouo

Information Transmission Mode Order
Initial Concept
Test Concept

A
vs

Positive

Positive - 12(N=l5)

B

Positive

Negative

-

O(N=24)

A
vs

Positive

Positive

-

12(N=l5)

c

Negative

Negative

-

3 (N=24)

A

Positive

Positive

-

12 (N=l5)

Negative

Positive - 14(N=20)

Positive

Negative

-

O(N=24)

Negative

Negative -

3(N=24)

Positive

Negative -

O(N=24)

D

Negative

Positive

-

14 (N=20)

c

Negative

Negative

-

3(N=24)

Negative

Positive

-

14(N=20)

x2

Px2

24.1049

P<.. OOJ

15.0319

P<.OOJ

.0779

P). 70

1.4222

P).20

vs
D
B

vs

c
B

vs
21.519

P<.OOl

12.8845

P<..001

vs
D

aRead comparisons vertically in test concept column,
i.e., 1st two rows compared, 2nd two rows compared, etc.
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The effect of negative instance initial concept
information on the attainment of a related second concept
appears negligible.

That is, if negative instance informa-

tion is being stored or structured during the learning of a
concept it is not being utilized when the subjects are asked
to attain a second concept derived from that negative
instance information.
The previous analysis considered only conjunctive
concepts.

For three of the groups included in this study

the second or test concept was disjunctive in nature with
the same positive examples presented to all three groups.
Intergroup comparisons of test concept performance for these
three groups yielded no significant performance differences.
One group (G} received positive initial concept instance
presentations, the second group (H} received negative initial
concept instance presentations, and the third group (I} was
utilized for control and had no initial concept task.

The

test concept performance comparisons yielded the following
non-significant chi squares:

Group G vs Group H, x 2

with p).30; Group G vs Group I, x2
Group H vs Group I, x2

=

=

=

.9067

.3654 with p>.SO; and

.0003 with p>.98.

When initial
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concept attainment comparisons were made between the experimental groups a x 2

=

6.8068 with p(.01 obtained indicating

that positive examples were more facilitative to concept
attainment than negative examples.
McNemar x

2

tests for the significance of change in

individual subjects performance from one concept to the
other yielded chi-squares of 1.13 for Group G and .125 for
Group H with p).20 and p?.70 respectively.

Figures 5 and 6

show the all-subject performance changes for the two groups
and indicate the same general performance changes from one
concept to the other as was indicated by the McNemar tests
for individual subject changes.
A further analysis of test concept performance comparing conjunctive and disjunctive groups with like and
unlike initial concept tasks was completed.

The results of

the comparisons of groups with like initial concept instances
are shown in Table 10.

The results indicate that when the

initial concept instances were positive there was less disruption in attainment of the second concept when it was
positive disjunctive than when it was negative conjunctive.
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Table 10
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct Test Conjunctive and Correct Test Disjunctive Concept

Test Concepts

Comparison
Group A
(N=l5)
I
Group G
(N=26)
Group B
(N=24)
II
Group G
(N=26)
Group C
(N=24)
lII
Group H
(N=27)
Group D
(N=20)

Initial
Concept
Example
Mode

+

Conjunctive
Example
Mode
+ (n=l2)
none

+
+

- (n=O)
none

+

-

-

(n=3)

-

none

-

+ (n=l4)

-

none

Disjunctive
Example
x2
Mode
none
2.4475

+ (n=l3)
none

Q.3.7216

P(.001

+ (n=l3)
none

2.0164

P).10

4.8013

P(.05

+ (n=9)
none

trv
Group H
(N=27)

Px 2
P).10

+ (n=9)
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However, when the initial concept is presented via negative
instances the same disruption is not evidenced.

Instead,

subjects move from negative conjunctive to positive conjunctive more easily than from negative conjunctive to positive
disjunctive.
The results of comparisons of test concept performance between groups with unlike initial concept tasks are
shown in Table 11.

Comparisons indicate that movement from

positive to positive disjunctive is easier than from negative to positive disjunctive.

The general implications of

the results reported in Tables 10 and 11 are that the change
in performance task itself is not as crucial as the direction
of change.
As reported earlier in this study, Huttenlocher (1962)
found that subjects attempting to learn an apparently simple
one dimension concept did not perform as well with negative
instances as with positive.

This conclusion was not consist-

ent with the Hovland and Weiss (1953) study in which subjects
learning two dimension, one value of each, concepts performed
equally as well with either positive or negative examples.
The present experiment was designed to explore these
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Table 11
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct Test
Conjunctive and Disjunctive Concepts

'I'est concents

Comnarison
Group A
(N=l5)
I
Group H
(N=27)
Group B
(N=29)
II
Group H
(N=27)
Group C
(N=24)
III
Group G
(N=26)
Group D
(N=20_)
IV
Group G
(N=26)

Initial
Concept
Example
Mode

+

Conjunctive
Example
Mode
+ (n=l2)

+

none

-

-

(n=O)

none

-

(n=3)

Disjunctive
Example
x2
Mode
none
6.6370

Px 2
P<.02

+ (n=9)
none

7.556

P<.Ol

6.434

P(.02

1.1314

P).20

+ (n=9)
none

+

none

+ {n=l3)

-

+ (n=l4)

none

+

none

+ (n=l3)
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apparently conflicting reports.

The introductory concept

for all subjects in this study consisted of one of two
values in the relevant dimension of a two dimension universe
(Universe I) •

Subjects in all nine experimental groups

first received positive examples and then negative examples
of the correct concept and attempted to solve each separately.

One additional control group received the examples in

the reverse order, i.e., negative then positive.

Compari-

sons of each group's performance on each concept with that
of the control group was completed and the results are
shown in Tables 12 and 13.

It is clear that for the subjects

in this study it made no difference whether the examples were
positive or negative, or if the subjects had previous
experience with the universe via negative or positive
examples.

Though three of the eighteen comparisons yielded

significant chi-squares, it should be noted that one group
(F) was involved in two of those comparisons.

This appears

to be a group with an extraordinary number of subjects
attaining the correct concepts.
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Table 12
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct First Concept
Via Positive Instances with Attaining Correct
First Concept Via Negative Instances

Groupa

n rrci:a in1ng
Correct Concept

Px 2

x2

lA (N=l5)

8

[3

(N=24)

15

....

(N=24)

11

.9940

P).30

ID (N=20)

8

.2983

P).50

(N=28)

11

.3474

P). 50

tF (N=25)

17

6.2234

P(.01

n

(N=26)

11

.6121

p ).30

a

(N=27)

16

3.8038

P).05

tr (N=24)

11

.9940

"""

~

1.5865

P>.20

4.409

P~05

P).30
I

aAll groups received positive examples and the
corresponding chi-square is the result of comparison to
the control group which received negative examples of the
concept. In the control group N=22 with 6 achieving the
correct concept.
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Table 13
Comparison of Subjects Attaining Correct Second Concept
Via Negative Instances (First Concept Via Positive
Instances) With Subjects Attaining Correct Second
Concept Via Positive Instances (First Concept
Via Negative Instances)

n Attaining
Correct Concept

x2

A (N=l5)

9

.6492

(N=24)

16

,.., (N=24)

13

.3645

P).50

(N=20)

10

.0789

P). 70

tE (N=28)

13

.0107

P).90

mi (N=25)

20

6.0035

P(.02

G (N=26)

8

.1841

P). 70

H (N=27)

16

.9817

P).30

(N=24)

12

.1037

P).30

Groupa

B
~

[)

I

2.119

Px 2
P>.30
P).10

aAll groups received negative examples and had experience with the same concept and universe only with positive
instances. The comparisons are with a control group with
the exact opposite conditions with N=22 and 9 attaining the
correct concept.
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In relating these results to the purposes and hypotheses of this study the following conclusions are offered:
1.

The general conclusions of experiments utilizing

the Hovland (1952) information processing model have been
supported in that positive examples of the multi-value
concepts involved in this study were more facilitative to
concept attainment than negative examples.

However, positive

instance superiority depends upon the degree of complexity
of the concept.

With simple concepts the information

transmission form does not effect concept attainment.

But,

as the number of dimensions and values in the universe
increase, there is an undetermined point at which positive
instance become superior.
2.

For the particular universe and concept sizes

explored, perceptual and cognitive transformations of negative instances to positive instances was not apparent.
Transformation did not appear to be utilized in the learning
of other related concepts.

Subjects appear to solve one

concept at a time, relatively independent of useful information contained in previously learned concepts.
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3.

The results indicated no difference in concept

attainment between groups receiving negative and groups
receiving positive information in the universe dictated by
the Huttenlocher (1962) model.

Such results refute the

model, which predicts a difference.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

This discussion is concentrated primarily on:

(1) the

relative effects of negative vs positive information transmission forms, and (2) interactions between dimensions and
values, as these variables relate to concept attainment.
Various studies have noted that negative instances,
or information about what a concept is not, are less facilitative to concept attainment than positive information.
results of this study support those findings.

The

Hovland and

Weiss (1953) reported the first study lending credible
support to the above hypotheses.

These findings did not

support the hypotheses that human reasoning processes
approximate the logical information processing model devised
by Hovland (1952)

The model assumed that the form, posi-

tive or negative, of information presentation would have no
effect on concept attainment.

Hovland and Weiss (1953)

concluded that the form of information transmission was of
critical importance to concept attainment.
However, Freibergs and Tulving (1961) found that when
subjects are given practice the apparent difference between
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the relative effectiveness of the two forms decreases.
Fryatt and Tulving (1963), in an unrelated experiment, had
occasion to refer to the nonutilization of negative
instances.

They suggested that subjects recode information

and that the recoding of negative information involves more
steps than positive.

Huttenlocher (1962) proposed a

straight forward information processing model involving four
recoding steps.

The model asserts that negative information

necessitates the use of all four steps and positive information only three.

The results of Huttenlocher's (1962)

experiment, which utilized what were asserted to be "simple
concepts", fit the model.

However, the concepts do not

appear to be simple ones.

In accordance with Hovland's

(1952) model the subjects had to consider sixteen correct
concept hypotheses at the outset.

Hovland and Weiss'

subjects had to consider but twelve.

(1953)

Huttenlocher's results

could have been predicted from Hovland's model simply
because of the greater number of hypotheses at the outset.
There were differences in the design of the two experiments.
Five negative instances and two positive instances were
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necessary to convey equal information in Hovland and Weiss'
(1953) study while only two of each were necessary in
Huttenlocher's (1962).
The present experiment, in part, duplicated the conditions of the Huttenlocher experiment except that the
universe contained only two dimensions, each with two
values.

The correct concept had one dimension relevant and

one value of that dimension formed the concept.

Two

instances, positive or negative, conveyed the necessary
information.

These conditions reduced the number of hypothe-

ses at the outset to four.

However, the number of steps

necessary to recode the positive-positive or negativenegative order of instances fit the proposed Huttenlocher
hypotheses.

The results of this study (Tables 12 and 13)

find Huttenlocher's hypotheses untenable.

The subjects

attained the concept equally well, regardless of the form
of information transmission.

The results, in comparison

with the Hovland and Weiss (1953) and Huttenlocher (1962)
results point out the necessity for further experimentation
directed towards detecting interactive relationships between
the form of information transmission and:
of dimensions,

(1) total number

(2) number of ways of selecting relevant
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dimensions and values, and (3) total hypotheses at the outset.

It is apparent that subjects can handle small amounts

of negative information.

As the information load increases

the effectiveness of negative instances decreases and subjects seem able to use only positive information effectively.
It is interesting to speculate about the possible effects of
mixed instance presentations wherein positive instances
would define gross categories, such as relevant dimensions,
and negative instances would define the specific values
forming the correct concept.
The present experiment was also an attempt to detect
cognitive or perceptual activity accompanying negative
instance information handling as it may be reflected in
subsequent concept attainment.

Bruner et al.,

(1956) and

Hovland and Weiss (1953) suggested that negative instances
are transformed into or considered as positive instances,
i.e., positive instances of what a concept is not.
Hovland and Weiss (1953) emphasized cognitive
activity paralleling perceptual activity.

That is, when

positive examples of the concept are presented, a perceptual
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structure of the characteristics of the concept is available.
However, this sort of perceptual structure is not available
with negative instances.
Bruner et. al.,

(1956) suggest that subjects seek to

attain concepts in the easiest possible way.

The conclusion

that subjects, ". • • (tend) to avoid using the knowledge
contained in examples

• of what something is not

11

is followed by their well known notion of "cognitive
strain".

Cognitive strain is purportedly relatively less

with the positive form of information transmission and subjects are thus expected to transform negative instances
into positive examples of what the concept is not.

However,

the assumption is made that when subjects are told that the
instances are negative some change in the method of concept
attainment occurs.
there is no change.

It is equally plausable to assert that
If the least amount of cognitive strain

is part of the method and a positive approach presents less,
why not continue to form such concepts, even if they are
incorrect or irrelevant for the current task.

If such

irrelevant concepts become relevant in a second concept task,
the subjects may tend to use them.
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Part of the comparisons made in this study involved
repeated measures of subject concept attainment performance
over two concepts.

The initial concept information was pre-

sented to appropriate experimental groups by negative or
positive instances.

There were fourteen negative instances

and two unrelated positive instances.

Both the positive and

negative instances of the second concept were contained in
the initial concept negative instances.

Therefore, in

effect, one of the second concept positive instance groups
had no familiarity with second concept characteristics.

The

other positive instance second concept group had received
negative instances of the first concept and, therefore, had
familiarity with the second concept positive instances.
Likewise, one second concept negative instance group
had no familiarity with the second concept instances as they
received unrelated positive examples of the initial concept.
The other second concept negative instance group had
received negative instances of the initial concept and,
therefore, had familiarity with the second concept negative
instances because they were part of the initial concept
negative instances.
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The results (Tables 7, 8, and 9) indicated that the
subjects seemed to take the second concept tasks as
unrelated to the initial concept.

Any perceptual or cog-

nitive structuring that may have taken place was not
detected.

Receiving changes in information transmission

form from the first to the second concept seemed to make no
difference.

Subjects receiving negative information for the

initial concept attained the second related positive concept
equally as well as subjects with the unrelated-positive to
positive change.

Likewise, subjects with a positive

instance initial task performed equally well on the second
unrelated negative instance task as subjects with a negative
instance initial task.
The ways of handling positive or negative information
do not seem to be similar.

Concept attainment success is

apparently dependent on the form of information transmission.
Subjects success with positive second concepts was equal
regardless of whether the first concept was negative or
positive.

Performance on the negative second concept also

appeared to be independent of the form of information pertaining to the first concept.
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Bruner et. al.,

(1956) presented some arguments for

considering disjunctive categorizing as a part of the scientific discovery process.

They demonstrated the usefulness,

in terms of logical norms, of negative information in disjunctive categorizing.

Negative instances are more informa-

tive, in terms of hypotheses elimination, with disjunctive
concepts than with conjunctive.

That is, a negative example

usually eliminates more hypotheses about a disjunctive concept than a positive example.

Negative instances do not

help subjects seeking similar characteristics in a disjunctive concept.

That approach would be detrimental in forming

new disjunctive concepts because by definition dissimilar
characteristics may be equally correct.

Consequently,

negative instances would present less cognitive strain if
properly used in disjunctive concept formation.
Three groups in the present study had as the correct
second concept task a disjunctive concept conveyed to all
three groups by positive examples.

One group received

initial conjunctive instances in the negative form, the second group received the initial concept instances in positive
form, and the third group was utilized for control and had
no initial concept task.

No concept attainment performance
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differences on the second concept obtained between the
three groups.

Consequently, the conclusion of no facilita-

tive or disruptive carryover effects from initial concept
activity to a related second concept is plausable for both
conjunctive and disjunctive concepts.

One notable finding

(Tables 10 and 11) is that a change in concept attainment
task from conjunctive initial concepts to disjunctive second
concepts is not as disruptive to performance as the change
positive to negative when both tasks are conjunctive.
The results of the comparisons of subject performance
from one concept to another with changed and unchanged forms
of information transmission with the two types of concepts
described are not predictable from any information processing model known to this experimenter.
As a general sort of conclusion for this discussion, it
should be noted that, as yet, there appears to be no plausible
explanation for the discrepancies between the human reasoning
process and logical norms.

However, Bruner (1966) has

written a pragmatic theory of instruction which reflects an
inclination towards a predominant consideration of the
positive form of information transmission.

That is, he

emphasized methods involving the least amount of cognitive
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strain.

The assumption is made that economy of information

is a necessity for effective instruction.

For example,

Bruner (1966) asserts that the proposition, "Mary is taller
than Jane, and Betty is shorter than Jane"

is poor in its

verbal form because most children cannot answer the question,
"Is Mary taller than Betty?".
the answer is there.

In the logic of transitivity

Consider the following change in the

form of information transmission for the example.

Attaining

the answer to the question would still necessitate the use
of verbal logic.

"Jane is not taller than Mary, and Betty

is not taller than Jane."

The form of information trans-

mission is changed to negative and the question is, can
children now give a correct answer?

This is the sort of

experimentation that seems relevant to Bruner's assertions.
Assumptions made by such instructional theory seem to be
based on the inconclusive evidence offered by many of the
experiments reported in this study.
A critical analysis of the present study indicates
that several limitations necessitate tentative and limited
conclusions.

The findings concerning Huttenlocher's (1962)

hypotheses are based on the smallest universe possible
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utilizing Hovland's model (1952).

It is plausable that as

the universe grows more complex Huttenlocher's assertions
become applicable.
The present study utilized successive presentations
of instances which Hovland and Weiss (1953) have shown to
be less effective than simultaneous presentations.

The

conclusions reached may not be tenable under the latter
conditions.
Other limitations are indicated by the experimental
universes and concepts derived from them.

Only four

dimensions from an infinite number of possibilities were
utilized in Universe II and only two in Universe I.

The

number of values for each of the dimensions were minimal and
only a few of the possible concepts were used.
Several suggestions for further experimentation are
indicated:
1.

The interactive effects of number of dimensions

and values with positive and negative forms of information
transmission needs clarification.
A design incorporating a universe of sufficient size
such that a series of concepts of increasing complexity
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could be derived would aid.

All possible combinations of

dimensions and values in the universe should be used in the
series.
2.

No replication of the Freibergs and Tulving (1961)

experiment concerning the increased utilization of negative
instances with practice is reported in the literature.
Disjunctive concepts should be included.
3.

The general instructions in this study assumed

that subjects knew how to use negative information.
Variation of the directions, including some on how to use
negative instances, may effect concept attainment.
4.

The plausability of the "Cognitive Strain"

(bruner et. al., 1956) hypotheses is generally left
unanswered by this study.
5.

The proposed relationship (Hovland and Weiss,

1953) between cognitive functions and perceptual structure
in concept attainment needs investigation.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

The present study included three independent investigations.

They were:

1.

A replication of that part of the Hovland and

Weiss (1953) experiment supporting the conclusion that
negative instances are less facilitative to conjunctive
concept attainment than positive instances.
2.

A test of a prediction from the Huttenlocher

(1962) information processing model which assumes that concept attainment with negative instances requires one more
recoding step than with positive instances.

Huttenlocher

asserts that the extra step contributes to the less
effective use of negative instances in concept attainment.
3.

To investigate implications of the Hovland and

Weiss (1953) and Bruner et. al.,

(1956) assumption that the

negative form of information transmission is relatively
ineffective in concept attainment because subjects transform
negative instances into positive examples of what the concept
is not.

Repeated measures of concept attainment over two
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related concepts were made.

Two conjunctive and one dis-

junctive concepts were used.
Two independent samples, totaling 441 subjects, were
each divided into ten groups for differential treatment.
The variable investigated was concept attainment in relation
to:

(1) the logical norms of the Hovland (1952) information

processing model,

(2) the logical norms of the Huttenlocher

(1962) information processing model, and (3) assertions that
negative instances are transformed into positive instances
of the concept.
The results of this study support the Hovland and
Weiss (1953) findings.

Successive presentations of negative

instances were found to be less facilitative to concept
attainment than successive presentations of positive
instances.
The Huttenlocher (1962) hypotheses was found untenable.
Under conditions approximating the Huttenlocher information
processing model, subjects performed equally well with
negative or positive information.
The assertions of Hovland and Weiss (1953) and Bruner
et.al.,

(1956) were not found untenable.

However, if sub-

jects transformed negative instances into positive instances
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of the concept they did not utilize the transformed information when it would have aided in concept attainment.

Each

of several concepts, presented successively, were apparently
dealt with as unrelated tasks.

No carryover effects from

cognitive activity with previous concepts was detectable.
A review of the literature is included in the study.
The results are discussed as indicative that the human
reasoning process does not approximate known logical norms.

APPENDIX I

APPENDIX I

INDIVIDUAL GROUP DIRECTIONS
(BOTH SAMPLES)

Introduction to Task by Use of Experimental Universe I

Directions:

All groups except Group J which receives these
directions in reverse order, i.e., negative
before positive.

Good morning (afternoon).
What we are going to do this morning (afternoon)
won't take long.

I'm going to show you some figures and ask

you to identify them in terms of various common characteristics.

Before we begin would you please write your name on

the front cover, upper right hand corner, of the booklet you
have received.

(Wait for S's to finish task.)

Now will you

turn the front page back and fold it under.
The exercises we are going to be doing involve the
formation of new concepts.

You will recall that a concept

refers to a class or group of objects having something in
common.

For example, the word dog represents a group of

animals which go together because of some common
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characteristics; they bark, make good pets, get feed without
working, sleep whenever they take a notion, and generally
make themselves useful.

Now then, there would be two ways

for you to learn this concept.

I could show you a terrier,

a collie, a water spaniel, and a host of other breeds, and
say that these are examples of what a dog is.

That is, I

would be showing you positive instances or examples of what
the concept is.
The other way that you might learn the concept is if
I showed you a lot of examples of what dogs are not, such
as hippopotimi, horses, elephants, and other animals that
are not dogs.

If you saw enough of these negative instances,

you would eventually learn the concept dog without ever having seen one.
So then, positive instances are examples of what the
concept is or what is included in it; and negative instances
are examples of what the concept is not, or of things that
are excluded from it.
This morning (afternoon) we are going to learn some
new concepts from some limited universes, somewhat like the
universe of animals which we just heard about.

In these

universes we will have various dimensions and values.

For
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example, our animal universe contains some dimensions such
as hair, teeth, and feet.

Some values of the ahir dimension

would be curly hair, matted hair, long hair or perhaps no
hair and for the dimension feet some values may be two,
four or perhaps 98 feet.

In order to help you get familiar

with the task you are going to be doing, I will show you a
sample universe and we will practice on it.

Your keen

observation and good logical thinking throughout these
exercises will help you greatly in forming the new concepts.
Now here is the sample universe.
(Put sample stimulus cards on the large display
board in the following order:

left to right, top--card A

then B; immediately beneath each place cards C and D.

Then

put sample "universe" and "correct" concept--one dimension,
one value of it, on the smaller display board.)
In this sample universe we have two dimensions.

You

recall that hair and feet were different dimensions in the
animal universe.

In this universe dimension (A) is flowers

or shape, and dimension (B) is color (point out on universe
description card) •
For each dimension there are two values.

You recall

that no hair is a value of the dimension hair and 98 feet a
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value of the dimension feet.

For dimension (A) flowers

or shape there is the first value of daisies and the second
value of tulips.

(Point out on universe description card.)

For dimension B--color--the first value is yellow and the
second is green.
Now I'm going to show you two positive instances,
or example cards, of the correct concept.

(Remove all

stimulus cards from the large display board.)

Remember,

positive instances are like terrier, collie, spaniel, etc.,
for the concept dogs.

In other words, positive instances

are examples of what the concept is; and these two will
furnish you with the information you will need to determine
the relevant dimension and the value of that dimension that
forms the correct concept.
Remember, keen observation and logical thinking.

You

may refer to the universe description and correct concept
cards over here (point) any time you wish.
Here is the first positive instance.

Remember, one

dimension of the two is relevant, and one value of that
dimension forms the correct concept.
(Place Card A1B1--Yellow Daisy--on Board A.)
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You will have 15 seconds (20 seconds for the 1966
groups) to observe this example.
(15 (20) seconds later, say:)
Here is the second positive instance of the correct
concept.
(Place card A2 B1 --Yellow Tupil--on Board A.)
You may observe it carefully for 15 seconds (20
seconds for the 1966 groups) •
(15 (20) seconds later , say:)
You now have 20 seconds to write down on the first
page of your booklet what the correct concept is.

Even if

you think you do not know the concept, make the most careful
guess you can.

It will probably be correct.

(After 15 seconds say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please turn the top page of your booklet back and
fold it under.
(Remove stimulus cards from Board A.)
As you recall, we can also learn the concept by
using negative instances or examples of what the concept is
not.

Remember, negative instances are like horses,
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elephants, and hippopotomi to the concept dog.

I will show

you two negative instances of the correct concept now.
Here is the first negative instance.
A1 B2 --Green Daisy--on Board A.)

(Place card

Observe keenly and think

logically and remember, one dimension of the two is relevant
and one value of that dimension forms the correct concept.
You will have 15 seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups)
to observe this example.
(15 (20) seconds later, say:)
Here is the second negative instance of the correct
concept.
(Place card A2B 2 --Green Tulip--on Board A.)

You may

observe it carefully for 15 seconds (20 seconds for the 1966
groups) .
(15 (20) seconds later, say:)
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the
correct concept is.

Even if you think you do not know the

concept, make the most careful guess you can.
probably be correct.
(After 15 seconds say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)

It will
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Please turn the page of your booklet back and fold
it under.
(Remove stimulus cards, universe description card
and correct concept card from the display boards and say:)
The correct concept both times was yellow.

With the

positive examples, the only common characteristic was
yellow, which would make color the relevant dimension and
yellow the value.

The two negative examples eliminated

flowers as the dimension because each was different, and
they also eliminated green, leaving only yellow.

So again,

the color dimension was relevant, with yellow the value.
The correct concept then, both times, was yellow, or yellow
flowers, or yellow objects, or some such wording.
(Continue with appropriate group directions.)
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Directions:

Initial positive instance concept--Groups A, B,
and G--Conjunctive Concept.

The universe we are going to work with now is larger
than the sample universe, but the same principles apply.
Here are all the figure cards for the universe.

{Put all

16 stimulus cards on large display board from upper left to
right, in the order indicated on the back of the stimulus
cards, and put up full universe description and correct
concept cards--3 relevant dimensions, 1 value of each--on
the small display board.}
As you can see, there are four dimensions in this
universe and each has two values.

The first is size with

the values large and small {point out on universe description card} .
triangle.

The second is shape with the values square and
The third dimension is number, meaning number of

figures per card.

One value is single figures on a card and

the second is double figures on a card.

The fourth dimen-

sion is color and the two values are black and red.

Over

here (point to correct concept card} you can see that the
concept to be learned has three dimensions relevant and one
value from each of those three, forms the correct concept.
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{Remove all stimulus cards from the large display
board.)
We are going to learn this concept by observing two
positive instances of it.

Remember, positive instances are

examples of the concept, just like a terrier was an example
of the concept dog.

Observe closely now and think carefully.

Remember, three dimensions of the four are relevant to the
concept you want to learn and one value from each of those
three dimensions forms the concept.
Here is the first positive instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
{Put up card A1 B1 c 2 n1 --large, square, double, black--and
15 (20) seconds later, say:)
Here is the other positive instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe them.
{Put up card A1 B1c 2n 2 --large, square, double, red--and 15
(20) seconds later, say:)
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the correct
concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it, make the

most careful guess you can.
(15 seconds later say:)
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You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please turn the page of your booklet back and fold it
under.
(Remove all stimulus cards and the correct concept
card from the display boards and continue with the appropriate group directions for the test concept.)
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Directions:

Initial negative instance concept--Groups C, D,
and H--Conjunctive Concept.

The universe we are going to work with now is larger
than the sample universe, but the same principles apply.
Here are all of the figure cards for the universe.

(Put all

16 stimulus cards on large display board from upper left to
right, in the order indicated on the back of the stimulus
cards, and put up full universe description and correct
concept card--3 relevant dimensions, 1 value of each--on the
small display board.)
As you can see, there are four dimensions in this
universe and each has two values.

The first is size with

the values large and small (point out on universe description card) .
triangle.

The second is shape with the values square and
The third dimension is number, meaning number of

figures per card.

One value is single figures on a card

and the second is double figures on a card.

The fourth

dimension is color and the two values are black and red.
Over here (point to correct concept card) you can see that
the concept to be learned has three dimensions relevant and
one value from each of those three forms the correct concept.
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(Remove all stimulus cards from the large display
board.)
We are going to learn this concept by observing
fourteen negative instances of it.

Remember, negative

instances are examples of what the concept is not, just as
elephant and horse were examples of what the concept dog did
not include.

Observe closely now and think carefully.

Remember, three dimensions of the four are relevant to the
concept you want to learn, and one value from each of these
three dimensions forms the concept.
Here is the first negative instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
(Put up card A1 B1 c 1 n1 --large, square, single, black--and
15 (20) seconds later, say:)
Here is the second negative instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
(Put up card A1 B c n --large, square, single, red--and 15
1 1 2
(20)seconds later, say:)
Here is the third negative instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
(Put up card A B c n --large, triangle, single, black--and
1 2 1 1
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every 15 (20) seconds put up another stimulus card in the
following order, each time repeating the above directions.
Occasionally remind the S's that a negative instance is an
example of what the concept is not.)

4.

Card A1 B2c 2 D1 --Large, Triangle, Double, Black

5.

Card A1B2C 2 D2 --Large, Triangle, Double, Red

6.

Card A B C D --small, Square, Single, Black
2 1 1 1

7.

Card A B c D --small, Square, Double, Black
2 1 2 1

8.

Card A B C D --Small, Square, Double, Red
2 1 2 2

9.

Card A2 B2c 1 D2 --Small, Triangle, Single, Red

10.

Card A2 B2c 2 D1 --small, Triangle, Double, Black

11.

Card A2 B2c 2 D2 --Small, Triangle, Double, Red

12.

Card A2 B2c 1 D1 --small, Triangle, Single, Black

13.

Card A1 B2c 1 D2 --Large, Triangle, Single, Red

Here is the last negative example.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe the
examples.
Red--and 15 (20) seconds later say:}
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the
correct concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it,

make the most careful guess you can.
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(15 seconds later say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please turn the page of your booklet and fold it
under.
(Remove all stimulus cards and the correc concept
card from the display boards and continue with appropriate
group directions for the test concept.)
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Directions:

Test positive instance concept--Groups A and D,
Conjunctive Concept.

(Place test concept "correct concept" card--2 relevant dimensions, 1 value of each--on the small display
board.)

For this next concept you can see that two of the

four dimensions is relevant, and one value from each forms
the correct concept (point to correct concept card) .
We are going to learn this concept by observing two
positive instances.

Remember, positive instances are

examples of the concept,
of the concept dog.

just as a terrier was an example

Observe closely now and think carefully.

Remember, two dimensions of the four are relevant tothe
concept you want to learn, and one value from each relevant
dimension forms the concept.
Here is the first positive instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
{Put up card A B c n --small, triangle, single, red--and
2 2 1 2
15 c2m seconds later, say:)
Here is the other positive instance.
for 15 (20) seconds.
single, red--and 15 (20) seconds later, say:)

Observe them
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You now have 20 seconds to write down what the
correct concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it,

make the most careful guess you can.
(15 seconds later say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please close your booklet and pass it to the right.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
been greatly appreciated.

I would like to request that you

not discuss this experiment with anyone.
classes to run.

It has

I still have more

If you wish to receive a summary of the

experiment, please sign this sheet before you leave.
you.

Thank
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Directions:

Test negative instance concept--Groups B and

c,

Conjunctive Concept.
(Place test concept "correct concept'' card--2 relevant dimensions, 1 value of each--on the small display
board.)

For this next concept you can see that two of the

four dimensions will be relevant and one value from each
forms the correct concept (point to correct concept card) •
We are going to learn this concept by observing five
negative instances.

Remember, negative instances are

examples of what the concept is not,

just like elephants

and horses are examples of not dog.

Observe closely now and

think carefully.

Remember two dimensions of the four are

relevant to the concept you want to learn, and one value
from each relevant dimension forms the concept.
Here is the first negative instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
(Put up card A B1c n2 --small, square, double, red--and 15
2
2
(20) seconds later say:)
Here is the second negative instance.

You have 15

(20) seconds to observe it.
square, single, black--and 15 (20) seconds later say:)
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Here is the third negative instance.

(Put up card

A1 B c n --large, triangle, double, red--and 15 (20) seconds
2 2 2
later say:)
Here is the fourth negative instance.

(Put up card

A B2c 2 n1 --small, triangle, double, black--and 15 (20)
2
seconds later say:)
Here is the last negative instance.

You have 15 (20)

seconds to observe them.
triangle, single, black--and 15 (20) seconds later say:)_
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the correct
concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it, make the

most careful guess you can.

(15 seconds later say:)

You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please close your booklet and pass it to the right.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
greatly appreciated.

I would like to request that you not

discuss this experiment with anyone.
classes to run.

It has been

I still have more

If you wish to receive a summary of the

experiment, please sign this sheet before you leave.
you.

Thank
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Directions:

Test positive instance concept--Control Group E
(and 1st part of directions for Control Group
!)--Conjunctive Concept.

The universe we are going to work with now is larger
than the sample universe, but the same principles apply.
Here are all of the figure cards for the universe.

(Put up

all 16 stimulus cards on the large display board from upper
left to right, in the order indicated on the back of the
stimulus cards and put up full universe description and
correct concept card--2 relevant dimensions, one value of
each on the small display board.)
As you can see, there are four dimensions in this
universe and each has two values.
the values large and small.
cription card.)
and triangle.

The first is size with

(Point out on universe des-

The second is shape with the values square
The third dimension is number, meaning number

of figures per card.

One value is single figures on a card

and the second is double figures on a card.

The fourth

dimension is color and the two values are black and red.
(If Group I stop here and go to disjunctive test concept
directions.)

Over here (ppint to correct concept card) you
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can see that the concept to be learned has two dimensions
relevant and one value from each of those forms the correct
concept.
(Remove stimulus cards from the large display board.)
We are going to learn this concept by observing two
positive instances.

Remember, positive instances are

examples of the concept, just like terrier was an example
of the concept dog.

Observe closely now and think carefully.

Remember, two dimensions of the four are relevant to the
concept you want to learn, and one value from each relevant
dimension forms the concept.
Here is the first positive instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
(Put up card A B c n --small, triangle, single, red--and
2 2 1 2
15 (20) seconds later say:)
Here is the other positive instance.

Observe them

for 15 (20) seconds.
single, red--and 15 (20) seconds later, say:)
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the
correct concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it,

make the most careful guess you can.
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(15 seconds later say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please close your booklet and pass it to the right.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
been greatly appreciated.

I would like to request that you

do not discuss this experiment with anyone.
more classes to run.

It has

I still have

If you wish to receive a summary of

the experiment, please sign this sheet before you leave.
Thank you.
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Directions:

Test negative instance concept--Control Group
F--Conjunctive Concept.

The universe we are going to work with now is larger
than the sample universe, but the same principles apply.
Here are all of the figure cards for the universe.

(Put up

all 16 stimulus cards on the large display board from upper
left to right, in the order indicated on the back of the
stimulus cards and put up full universe description and
correct concept card--two relevant dimensions, one value of
each--on the small display board.)
As you can see, there are four dimensions in this
universe and each has two values.
the values large and small.
tion card) .
triangle.

The first is size with

(Point out on universe descrip-

The second is shape with the values square and
The third dimension is number, meaning number of

figures per card.

One value is single figures on a card and

the second is double figures on a card. The fourth dimension is color and the two values are black and red.

Over

here (point to correct concept) you can see that the concept
to be learned has two dimensions relevant and one value from
each of those forms the correct concept.
(Remove stimulus cards from the large display board.)
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We are going to learn this concept by observing five
negative instances.

Remember, negative instances are

examples of what the concept is not, just like elephants
and horses were examples of not dog.
and think carefully.

Observe closely now

Remember, two dimensions of the four

are relevant to the concept you want to learn and one value
from each relevant dimension forms the concept.
Here is the first negative instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
(Put up card A B c o --small, square, double, red--and 15
2 1 2 2
(20) seconds later say:)
Here is the second '(third, fourth) negative instance.
(Put up each in the following order 15 (20) seconds apart.)
Second card A1 B1 c 1 o 1 --large, square, single, black
Third card A1 B2c 2 o 2 --large, triangle, double, red
Fourth card A B c o --small, triangle, double, black
2 2 2 1
Here is the last negative instance.

You have 15 (20)

seconds to observe them.
triangle, single, black--and 15 (20) seconds later say:)
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the correct
concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it, make the

most careful guess you can.
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(15 seconds later say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please close your booklet and pass it to the right.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
been greatly appreciated.

I would like to request that you

do not discuss this experiment with anyone.
more classes to run.

It has

I still have

If you wish to receive a summary of

the experiment, please sign the sheet before you leave.
Thank you.
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Directions:

Test concept--Groups G, H, and I

(Control)--

Disjunctive Concept--all positive instances
(2).

Note:

Group I receives these instruc-

tions (omitting the first sentence) only after
the first part of the positive control Group E
instructions have been read to them.
This next concept is a little different than the
others.

(Remove figure cards and correct concept card and

replace the latter with the correct concept card reading
Four Dimensions, One or the Other Value of One and One
Value of the Others.)

As you can see for this concept all

four of the dimensions will be relevant.

You must discover

which dimension has one or the other value as relevant and
write them both down, as well as one value from each of the
remaining dimensions.

For example, in our sample universe

a concept like this may have been green .Q.E. yellow in the
color dimension and daisies in the shape dimension which
would have made the correct concept for you to write in your
booklets green Qf. yellow daisies.
We are going to learn this concept by observing two
positive instances.

Remember, positive instances are

examples of what is included in the concept, just as terriers
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and spaniels were examples of dogs.
think carefully.

Observe closely now and

Remember, all four dimensions are relevant

to the concept you want to learn, and one 2.E. the other value
of one dimension and one value from each of the other dimensions forms the concept.
Here is the first positive instance.

You have 15

seconds {20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe it.
{Put up card A B c o --large, triangle, single, red--15
1 2 1 2
(20) seconds later say:)
Here is the second positive instance.

You have 15

seconds (20 seconds for the 1966 groups) to observe them.
{Put up card A2 B2C1D 2 --small, traingle, single, red--15
(20) seconds later say:)
You now have 20 seconds to write down what the
correct concept is.

Even if you think you do not know it,

make the most careful guess you can.
(15 seconds later say:)
You have 5 seconds to write your answer.
(5 seconds later say:)
Please close your booklet and pass it to the right.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.

It has been
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greatly appreciated.

I would like to request that you not

discuss this experiment with anyone.
classes to run.

I still have more

If you wish to receive a summary of the

experiment, please sign this sheet before you leave.
you.

Thank
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